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Abstract (Fig. 1), one can measure the optical loss at two closely
Three new radiation-induced effem in silica optical fibres spaced wavelengths situated on one of the fronts of the band.

suitable for dosimetry are proposed. All of them lead to
irreversible increase in the OH-group absorption bands, which 11. RADIATION-INDUCED DIFFUSION OF HYDROGEN
is proportional to the absorbed dose. With the help of these FROM THE CLADDING
effem, temperature- and dose-rate independent measurements In fibres with a high-OH cladding and a low-OH core,
of high doses become possible. ionising radiation disrupts the O-H bonds to let hydrogen

diffuse into the core. This results in an increase in the OH-
1. INTRODUCTION group absorption bands amplitude (Fig. 1). The experiments

Several radiation-induced effects in optical fibres can be Peiformed under y-radiation on several 'wet-clad' fibres
employed for measuring dose or dose rate: radio- demons=ed that the 139 im OH-group absorption band
photoluminescence, thermoluminescence, scintillation, or grows linearly with dose, there are no sips of saturation at
induced optical absorption (e.g. see review [I]). A fibre-optic least up to doses of - MGy, and there is no dose-rate
dosimeter based on the latter effect allows long-term, on-line, dependence, at least in the range - 2 - 6 Gy/s 4].
remote, distributed monitoring of dose over a vast area and The preform for such a dosimeter fibre is fabricated using
consists of just one cheap fibre and a standard, commercially a high-OH subsbate tube, on which a 'dry' buffer cladding is
available device - optical tme domain reflectometer 2]. The deposited before depositing the core. The buffer cladding
dosimeter fibres of this type, investigated in the previous inhibits hydrogen penetration into the core in the process of
works, were made of silica doped with phosphorous 3], lead fibre drawing, but at the same time reduces the dose
[I]. or rare-earth ions 2], the dopants that produce relatively sensitivity of the fibre. By adjusting the buffer cladding
stable radiation-induced colour centres and provide a thickness, a fibre can be optimised for a specific dosimetric
relatively large radiation-induced absorption. ne problem of task (dose range, fibre length, and spatial resolution in the
the colour-centre-based fibre dosimeters is that the induced case of distributed measurements). Although 'wet-clad' fibre
colour centres experience thermal decay to make the readings dosimeters can be designed to measure arbitrarily high doses,
of the dosimeter dependent on temperature and dose rate.
Because of the competition between the formation and decay
of colour centres, the induced optical absorption saturates with
increasing dose. In P-doped fibres, for example, saturation 1,1 1.2 1,3 1A 1,5 1,6 1.7
occurs at doses of - 3 kGy 31, which prevents the 400 ..... .... ..... 400
measurement of higher doses.

In this Report, we propose three other radiation-induced
effects in silica fibres appropriate for measuring dose, which 300 300
are irreversible in nature and allow measurement of high
doses without saturation effects. In all the three cases, E
radiation leads to the emergence of hydrogen in the fibre core, 200 200
which binds to oxygen to form OH-groups. As the result, we
observe an increase in the amplitudes of the OH-group

0 2
absorption bands in the f 100 100
the radiation dose.

To determine the increase in OH-group absorption on the
.grey' background of the C0101117-centre-related absorption 0 77 �i. 2 Cl
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Fig. 1. Loss spectra in a fibre with a high-OH cladding before (1)
and after (2) y-irradiation to 2.63 MGy with a 6OCo source.
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the minimal detectable dose is, so far, rather high, ~ 30 Gy.
This value can be lowered by optimising the OH-group
concentration in the substrate tube, and chemical composition
and thickness of the buffer cladding. Research in mis direction
is in progress. Pure-silica-cladding, Cl-doped-silica-core fibres
are now believed to be the most appropriate fibre design for
measuring low doses [4].

III. NEUTRON-INDUCED DISPLACEMENT OF PROTONS
FROM POLYMER COATING

The polymers used to coat optical fibres consist of
hydrogen to the extent of ~ 50%. Energetic neutrons produce
recoil protons in the fibre coating, which can 'stick' in the
core, turn into hydrogen, and enter into the glass network in
the form of OH-groups. Recently, the effect of recoil protons
was considered from the standpoint of their contribution to the
dose absorbed by a fibre under neutron irradiation. The effect
of additional proton-associated dose was revealed both
experimentally [5] and in Monte Carlo computer simulations
[6]. In paper [7], Monte Carlo calculations were applied
specially to assess the OH-group concentration increase due to
the recoil protons. It was found that at a neutron fluence of
1016 cm"2 the hydrogen concentration in a 'dry' silica fibre
core may increase significantly, up to the values typical of
'wet' silicas.

The penetration length of protons in silica increases with
energy and is about 1.2 mm for 14 MeV protons [6], that is 10
times greater than a typical fibre diameter. The energy
transferred to protons lies in the range from zero to En, where
£„ is the neutron energy. Therefore, there will be a significant
spread in penetration lengths of the recoil protons, and a large
share of protons will turn out in the fibre core. The OH-group
concentration increase in the core will depend on the cladding
thickness. By using a set of fibres with different cladding
thickness, it is possible to determine the neutron spectrum.

A fibre dosimeter based on recoil protons can be used to
monitor the efficiency of fusion and fission nuclear reactions.
In particular, a fibre neutron dosimeter and spectrometer
might find application in fusion reactors to replace the
'conventional' natural diamond detector. In contrast to its
counterpart, a fibre detector would be much cheaper and free
of the unwanted pile-up effect and electromagnetic
interferences. Experimental verification of this new dosimetric
effect is under preparation.

IV. REACTION 7N14+0N l->,p l+6C14 IN N-DOPED SILICA
FIBRES

In N-doped silica fibres [8] irradiated with thermal
neutrons, the above reaction will occur to yield protons with
energy Ep=620 keV. With this energy, the propagation length
of protons in silica is 7 urn; that is, the escape of protons from
a 50 urn core will be insignificant. The reaction cross-section
for 25 meV neutrons is a=1.8-10"24 cnr. Further
straightforward estimations show that in a fibre spool with

length 1=20 km an increase in the 1.39 urn OH-group
absorption band of 0.01 dB will be caused by a thermal
neutron fluence $ = 0.25- 10M cm'2. In the case of distributed
measurements with a spatial resolution along the fibre of 1 m
and an accuracy of 0.01 dB, the minimal detectable fluence
will be 0.5-10" cm'2.

N-doped fibre dosimeters may find use in reactors
operating on thermal neutrons and in neutron installations
meant for production of isotopes and doping of silicon.

CONCLUSION
We have proposed three new radiation-induced effects in

optical fibres suitable for dosimetry. All of them lead to
irreversible increase in the OH-group absorption bands and
allow measuring high doses, typical of active zones of nuclear
reactors. The new fibre dosimeters proposed may extend the
area of potential applications of fibre-optic dosimetry in the
nuclear industry.
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